
THE ANCIENT LANDMARKS 

SEAT OF THE UNLEARNED 
	 

	 This series has been emphasizing the ancient landmarks as they appear relative to 
Assembly testimony with Proverbs 22:28 before us “Remove not the ancient landmarks which 
thy fathers have set.” With the fathers before the Hebrew writer he exhorts “Remember them 
… who have spoken unto you the word of God: whose faith follow, considering the end of their 
conversation” (Hebrews 13:7). When we consider the godly character of servants of Christ 
whose faith and labours have been tried and proven, it does seem presumptuous for brethren 
in 2021 to revise what has been taught in the past by these well known men of God. Today, 
how thankful believers should be for esteemed and gifted brethren who clearly taught Divine 
principles. 

	 Today there is a drift toward denominational writers, to purchase and read their books 
and when possible to listen to their ministry. Many of these men have no understanding or 
appreciation of Divine truth relative to the Assembly of God.  It is not a quantitative step to 
reason, if we read and listen to these men why not receive them to partake of the Lord’s 
Supper. Let it be clear at the commencement of this article that reception is to the fellowship 
and all of its privileges and never to the Lord’s Supper. Therefore these early brethren taught 
what is often referred to as the “back seat”. While this is not a scriptural identification it will 
only be referred to as such once more in this article.

	 In 1Corinthians 5 a serious and solemn case demanding Assembly discipline has arisen 
at Corinth. The references to “them that are within” (1Corinthians 5:12) identifies those who are 
part of the fellowship of the Corinthian assembly and “without” those who are not part of that 
fellowship. Many of those men and women “without” are guilty of the most detestable sins 
identified In Romans 1:24 to 32. Those sins cannot be countenanced among believers. Yet as 
in Corinth, so today the danger is that such defiling sins may insidiously creep in.

	 Again, we want to be absolutely clear here. There are God fearing believers who are not 
part of an assembly: and as indicated already, all believers in an assembly are not spiritual. 
Listen to the voice of a mighty man of God writing to the Corinthian assembly “For ye are yet 
carnal”(1Corinthians 3:3).

	 The problem in Corinth involves a brother “within”, that is a member of the fellowship. 
While the sin involved is acceptable in the world; the assembly, a holy place, had been defiled. 
That a brother should be guilty of an immoral relationship with his father’s wife did not trouble 
the Corinthians. They were “puffed up” and did not grieve the defilement. Discipline is 
essential. The Apostle demanded that the guilty brother be delivered unto Satan (1Corinthians 
5:5), to be put “without”. The assembly is now to gather for a case of discipline.The teaching is 
clearly that there is a “within” and a “without” of the assembly. Without is the realm of Satan, 
“the prince of the power of the air” (Ephesians 2:2). In that realm the excommunicated brother 
would learn the great value of being within the protective, preservative care of the assembly.

	 Those “within”, are those who have been born again, and their convictions are identified 
in Acts 2:41-42. The word of God and its entirety has been gladly received as their guide in life 
and assembly principles. All are baptized as a precious public profession of identification with 
their Lord. They look back with rejoicing hearts to a moment when they were added to the 
fellowship. The Apostles doctrine is accepted as the guide in all matters relating to the 
assembly of which they now are a member.

	 To be “within” is not a temporary experience, but embraces a total commitment. To be 
“within”, to be part of a local assembly fellowship with all of its privileges shared with like 
minded believers, is a blessing beyond measure. Again this fellowship requires a total life 
devotion. The brother referred to in 1Corinthians 5 did not commit his sin while the assembly 
was gathered together. The details of life lived in this world bear influence upon the assembly.




	 Those “without” have not grasped the value of these assembly truths which are most 
precious to those “within”. They may be searching but have not embraced nor committed to 
these tremendous truths of gathering alone to the person and name of Lord Jesus Christ.  

	 Turn with me to 1Corinthians 14:16 and “the room of the unlearned”. Unlearned implies 
unknowing or not accepting. Those “without” have not comprehended or accepted the value of 
these truths  identifying the gathering centre. They may be searching for truth but have not 
committed to the Word of God which gives clear teaching relative to the gathering together of 
believers.

	 “The room of the unlearned” is a physical location were a believer, not part of the 
assembly, but searching, can learn the significance of what it means to be “within”. The word 
“room”, is the Greek word TOPOS and is found 92 times in the New Testament. Notice a few of 
those references. Matthew 27:33 “place called Golgotha”, a physical place where our Lord was 
crucified, and 28:6 “come see the place”, the literal tomb of the Lord Jesus Christ. Luke 2:7 
“no room in the inn” a physical location in the inn denied to Joseph and Mary. Judas went to 
his own place (Acts 1:25), a literal hell. On the day of Pentecost “the place was shaken”, the 
room where the disciples had gathered. In 1Corinthians1:2 “that in every place”, the location 
where assemblies had been planted. The word TOPOS is consistently used by the Holy Spirit 
to identify a physical location.

	 The word “unlearned” does not imply immature but does identify a believer who lacks 
understanding. They may be a godly believer. They may have tried a number of denominational 
places with their Bible in hand to test what they observe, only to discover practices not 
according to scripture. On a Lord’s Day morning they walk into a Gospel Hall. Here we must 
show love, kindness and Christian courtesy. One brother known to the writer greets visitors 
with a smile and a warm welcome. He graciously explains there is a special seat for them this 
morning but at any other time they can occupy any seat in the hall. He gives them a booklet 
explaining what they will see. It would be impossible to be offended with this elder brother’s 
way of greeting.

	 The seat of the unlearned applies only to the Lord’s Supper because the supper is a 
beautiful expression of the fellowship of which the unlearned is not part of.

	 We can become accustomed to the practices generally observed at the Breaking of 
Bread; but an observer watching may be impressed with a number of things he sees. The 
believers come into the hall and displays a quiet attitude of reverence. There is no minister 
conducting a service. The hymns are not previously chosen and are sung with some of the 
company in tears. Various men in the gathering rise to give out a hymn or to lead the gathering 
in expressions of worship. When the moment arrives a brother gives thanks for the bread and it 
is passed around the circle. Each in the gathering brakes from the bread and after thanks has 
been given they partake from the cup.      

	 All of this is so familiar and taken as customary to most reading these words. But, just 
for moment try to stand in the shoes of a believer who has never seen anything like this in their 
experience. One brother having visited the denominational places in his area and found they 
did not conform to what he found in his Bible and as a last resort came to a little assembly. At 
the conclusion of the meeting he declared, “This is the place”.

	 What could be the greatest testimony to a local assembly? It is certainly not the modern 
character of the building or the size of the gathering. After silently watching the Breaking of 
Bread, listen to the breathings of the observer’s heart, “And thus are the secrets of his heart 
made manifest, and so falling down on his face he will worship God, and report that God is in 
you of a truth” (1Corinthians 14:25). 

	 If a similar response does not flood the soul of those of us who gather to remember the 
Lord as He appointed, we certainly need to respond to the invitation of the Divine counsellor to 
the Laodicean assembly. “I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire” (Rev.3:18).

	 A further observation, the word unlearn does not refer to a believer who is a member of 
the fellowship but does not understand the tongue, the language, being spoken. Note the 
following in 1Corinthians 14. No one in the gathered company understands the speaker so “ye 
shall speak into the air (v.9). Paul adds relative to himself  “if I know not the meaning of the 



voice (v.11). For the whole gathered company the apostle demands an interpreter (v.13). Paul 
concludes that one may pray but not understand his own words (v.14). To “excel to the edifying 
of the church” (v.12), all who are part of the fellowship as well as those occupying the place of 
the unlearned must understand what the speaker is saying. 

	 There may come in an unbeliever. They too are graciously shown a special seat and 
encouraged to watch and to listen. There is a grand truth expressed by the hymn writer:


	 	                        No gospel like this feast

	 	                        Spread for us, Lord, by Thee;

	 	                        No prophets or evangelists

	 	                        Preach the glad news more free

            

	 Every truth of the gospel is evident, observable, and profoundly expressed at the 
Breaking of Bread.

	 Many a lost soul, observing and listening as the believers remember their Lord has 
discovered:


	 	                        All our redemption cost,

	 	                        All our redemption won;

	 	                        All it has won for us the lost

	 	                        All it cost Thee, the Son.





